TECHNICAL DATASHEET FOR PLUSHER SERIES AUTOMATED LOADING / UNLOADING SYSTEMS
A higher level of quality and efficiency create higher demands on medical personnel and equipment.
In spite of new technology, some work still overwhelms today´s medical personnel. Our products
provide simpler and more effective solutions for work in operating departments and central
sterilization departments.
The loading systems have been developed in order to create a more effective handling of goods at
the hospital, without creating strain on the personnel.
Automatic Loader - Unloader
System for big sterilization departments, that allows the automation of loading and unloading
operations. The loading and unloading operations are easy and intuitive: the washing trolley is
automatically transported in front of the door, which, if the device is free, automatically opens. The
trolley is shoved all the way in the washing chamber, the door closes and the specific cycle for the
inserted trolley starts. When the cycle is complete, the unloading door opens and, if the unloading
system is free, the trolley is transported on it. The system is modular, to adapt to every kind of
department configuration, and can house 2 or more trolleys both on the loading and on the
unloading zone. If that is the case, of course, a controller takes care of avoiding any kind of impact
between trolleys.
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System is compatible with automatic vertical sliding door models of PLUSHER WDS 12 and PLUSHER
WDS 18 series. It is a modular system, which can house 2 or more trolleys, both in the loading and
the unloading zone.
Side View

Top View
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Trolley Number
1
2
3

Reference No
313097
313098

“A” Dimensions
1180 mm.
2050 mm.
2920 mm.

“B” Dimension
3260 mm.
5000 mm.
6740 mm.

Description
Automatic Loader For PLUSHER WDS 12 And PLUSHER WDS 18
Automatic Unloader For PLUSHER WDS 12 And PLUSHER WDS 18

Our company has various designs and several technical variants. There may be differences between the same product types and various versions.
This document is intended for the use of Distributors/Dealers/Customers of TBT Inc. Reproduction in whole or in part by any other party is
prohibited. Specifications are given for reference only and are subject to change without any previous notice. Accessory/Product images are for
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